JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. On numerous occasions when new translations into English have been made, someone has risen to allege that a translation is of too conservative a theological interpretation, or reflects a liberal bias, or even that it reveals a communist flair, and indeed all three qualities may be alleged of the very same translation. Recently, the announcement of a "Bible for Evangelicals" credited the RSV with clarity but criticized it for its Christology, and intimated that the newly announced translation would express the true theology. When the RSV appeared various readers alleged that its text was atheistic, or modernistic, or socialistic, or even blasphemous. We are not here concerned with the justice or injustice of such allegations, for effective refutation has long since been offered. We are concerned rather to recognize that in such instances as these there is attested the belief that variation in a text, whether in the Greek original or in translation, involves a difference in interpretation which is important to the church and to the believer. In the light of such a principle, textual criticism would be allied with exegesis and theology and even with the practical tasks in pastoral care.
There has been, of course, a contrary opinion. Hort himself admitted that "it is true that dogmatic preferences to a great extent determined theologians, and probably scribes, in their choice between rival readings . . "I8 Kenyon too implies a similar judgment when he writes that through textual researches we "are brought so much nearer to the true Word of God."'9 But such a view seems to be kept in a separate compartment of the mind; and has been expressed cautiously and infrequently, and not at all by the modern writers we have mentioned above who exhibit no constructive viewpoint on the criticism of the text. Rendel Harris insisted that "Dr. Hort cannot be right in divesting the various readings of New Testament manuscripts of dogmatic significance, or in assuring us of the bona fides of the transcribers."20 More recently, C. S. C. Williams has expressed the judgment that textual alteration derives "no less frequently from dogmatic than from other motivation."21
In reality the amount of textual variation is a considerable portion. Of course it is true that the great bulk of text shows little or no record of variation. The latest Nestle is predominantly the text of the Textus Receptus. But it is the minimal variation for which we search and which we seek to refine, a principle that applies to all other scientific research. The research on a single chemical need not upset the basic table of formulae or the chemist's "creed" but it is essential to learn more of any single chemical. So in the NT text it is the doubtful portion that stands in need of refinement. Its importance far exceeds its fractional size.
Counting words is a meaningless measure of textual variation, and all such estimates fail to convey the theological significance of variable readings. Rather it is required to evaluate the thought rather than to compute the verbiage. How shall we measure the theological clarification derived from textual emendation where a single word altered it is impossible to appreciate the spiritual insights that depend upon the words. We would not contend that even the most theological of variants create a doctrine or cancel out a doctrine, but it is defensible to maintain that variants do "affect" or "alter" or "modify" doctrine. These are the terms used by those who would minimize the importance and the number of variants. Indeed, the only objective and justification of textual criticism is that its emended text should give access to a clearer insight and a deeper faith. Textual variation does not imperil belief in God but it can and does contribute to elucidation of the character of God and of his relation to man. Doctrine consists of a multitude of insights which give meaning to every affirmation. There is far more in Christian doctrine than a brief creedal summation, and the exegesis of variant texts contributes to the enrichment of doctrine.22 Many of the denials that textual variation is harmful to the faith are truly denials of allegations never made. We can agree with Hort that "perceptible fraud" is not evident in textual alteration, that "accusations of wilful tampering... prove to be groundless," and that dogma has not motivated "deliberate falsification."23 But these are heinous faults such as we should never allege, and these are not the terms that we should employ. Willful and deliberate, yes. But not tampering, falsification, and fraud. Alteration, yes; but not corruption. Emendation, yes; but not in bad faith. These denials of evil or unethical intention can well be sustained, but such intention is not a proper allegation by the textual critic. He must analyze the text constructively to understand the theological value of any variation, and its place in historical theology.
It is also a false assurance, offered by many, that textual criticism can have no effect upon Christian doctrine. This insistent comfort implies that the text, in any form, deals only with the periphery of doctrine. It also implies a fear that emendation of the text might have evil, but never good, theological consequences. And yet it is impossible for any scholar to provide assurance to any Christian that textual studies will not affect his beliefs, even for the better. Furthermore, the intelligent believer does not ask or want such assurance. His maturity and self-reliance may well be offended by such a surprising counsel as that of Kenyon: "The Christian student can approach the subject without misgiving, and may follow whithersoever honest inquiry seems to lead him, without thought of doctrinal consequences. It is of greater importance, however, to comment on those alterations in the CE which involve change in the critical Greek text itself. There are only sixteen such places, all of them in the gospels. Eight of these readings are in Luke, of which six are found in the account of the resurrection. All sixteen variants represent the same textual attitude; that is, they are restorations of passages which were present in the King James and Rheims-Douai versions but have been omitted from the RSV. They are all present in the Textus Receptus but were rejected by WestcottHort and Nestle. All sixteen variants require a fine discrimination in assessing the balance of testimony, and the CE must summon us to a fresh review of these readings. The formula used in both the RSV and the CE is similar, but the textual judgment is reversed. The RSV omits the passage from the text and in the footnote reports its presence in "some ancient authorities"; whereas the CE returns each passage to the text (as does Knox), and a footnote reports that "other ancient authorities omit." Notably these sixteen restorations include the traditional ending of Mark and the Johannine pericope adulterae; and both these textual phenomena are fully and accurately explained in footnotes. To restore the pericope adulterae to its traditional position within the Gospel of John would appear to be erroneous, especially against the fresh testimony for omission by both P66 and P75. The CE note on p. 239 acknowledges that the passage "is not by St. John" but is held to be inspired and canonical. On the other hand, the restoration of the traditional ending of Mark is a wholesome challenge to our habitual assumption that the original Mark is preserved no further than 16 8. Before the middle of the second century, Justin in his "first" Apology ( In view of the availability of these comprehensive data on the Gospel of Luke, it will be more representative to consider textual alteration in this gospel. We have culled out about 500 variants of more substantial character, from which again to select representative illustration. Rather than to point out a series of single variants, it would seem to be more meaningful to consider longer passages which contain clusters of textual alterations, albeit from different times and sources.
Take, for example, the annunciation in Luke 1 26-35. "In the sixth month, the angel Gabriel was sent from God to a city of Galilee"; although Sinaiticus et al. state that this city was in Judea, and Bezae et al. omit to name Nazareth in particular. In some manuscripts the person of the angel is transformed into a voice only, which declares "the Lord is with you" (apparently the original text). Attested in the fifth century (ACD) is, however, an extension of this angelic message: "blessed are you among women." And from the eighth century (L) we learn that the angel further pronounced: "blessed is the fruit of your womb."4' The incredulity of Mary, since she had no husband, is excluded from some fifth-century copies; whereas other copies of the same date substitute her acquiescent reply: "Lo, the servant of the Lord; so be it as you say." Other changes are to be seen in the angel's words: ". .. the child to be born will be called holy"; or, according to some manuscripts: "the holy one of God"; or, again, simply: "... shall be called pure."
Such freedom of treatment is quite incongruous with a traditional conception of Scripture. With many of the variant forms, it is easy to recognize primary and secondary text, and yet all the variant forms become part of the narrative in the history of the church. It is the total narrative with all its tangents that constitutes the theological interpretation of the annunciation. In the presentation in the temple (Luke 2 33-35) we read: "His father and his mother marveled at what was said." This reading obviously has the strongest attestation and appears in our critical texts. But Origen protests that Joseph is not properly called father, and accordingly a second-century variant (itA6) would remove the earthly father and refers instead to "Joseph and his mother." On the other hand, some Byzantine scribes simply wrote "his parents." In the statement of Simeon that follows, some manuscripts omit the prediction: "this child is set for the fall and rising of many in Israel." Retained in other manuscripts, it is altered to refer to "many nations" (Or et al.) and to speak of the rising (avaaoraoas) or "resurrection of the dead" (Cyr). "The thoughts of many hearts" to be revealed are interpreted in some manuscripts as "the evil thoughts" to be exposed (N* et al.).
Let us look at one more passage, the confession at Caesarea Philippi: "It happened that as he was praying alone the disciples were with him" (Luke 918-23) . Here Codex Bezae says nothing of praying, and Vaticanus reports that the disciples rather came up to join him. Jesus asks them: "Who do the people identify as the Son of man?" at least, that is the record in Justin's Dialogue. When the direct question is put to the disciples, Peter's response is variously reported: "the Messiah" (sy Jus Or); "God's Messiah" (majority); "Messiah God" (Cop); "Messiah, Son of God" (D e); "Messiah, Son of man"; "Son of the Living God" (Or); or simply "Son of God" (Or). A patristic omission is the clause: "rejected by elders, chief priests, and scribes." It is D it Mcion that omit "and be raised on the third day," whereas other witnesses read "on the third day" or "after three days." Bezae omits "let him take up his cross daily," and numerous others omit the term "daily"; but in some witnesses Jesus invites, "Follow me daily" (a most attractive variant homiletically).
So our inquiry could be greatly extended, passage by passage, to demonstrate the freedom of alteration and interpretation, the substantial portion of the text involved in variation, and the theological quality of many textual alterations. Instead of spot readings in eclectic choice, we have reviewed the larger unit in more comprehensive variation and so have shown the doctrinal play within an episode. Extended analysis could demonstrate the theological quality of each individual witness and distinguish the threads woven into the larger pattern. It is particularly the variation from the common text which provides the clue to distinctive doctrinal tendency, in a manuscript, in a version, in a father, or in a recension.42
If we should now concentrate upon one MS, Papyrus 75, we find further evidence that variation in the text and alteration in the sense appeared early. Since P75 adds a second copy of the Gospel of John from the third century, it is now possible to make direct comparison with p66.43 More than a thousand differences between the two manuscript copies are found, and about a hundred of these are of greater importance. A few readings in P75 will illustrate. In John 4 14, because of the simple change from aXXa to 'aXXo, we get the striking we have selected about 125 substantial variants out of about 1,500 differences from the TR. A few of these will illustrate more important alterations of text and some will show a theological interest. In Luke 11 11 there appears a unique reading heretofore unreported: "If a son should ask his father for bodily strength (laXiv instead of ltxOv), the father will not give him a serpent in place of a fish." In the story of the Prodigal Son (15 24) another unique reading appears. The usual translation has been "They began to make merry," which suggests a rousing party. But P75 has the singular Wp4aro instead of the plural, and the result seems very different as the father exults: " 'My son was dead and has come alive, he was lost and then was found'; and the father became joyous." Still another unique reading is found in 17 14, after the ten lepers cry, "Have mercy upon us." At this point the scribe of P75 borrows from Matt 83 the reply of Jesus: "I will. Be cleansed, and immediately they were cleansed."
In the account of the arrest of Jesus, Luke 22 62-23 23, the passage shows several textual choices, in which P75 agrees with our present critical text. The papyrus includes the statement: "Judas went out and wept bitterly," and also that his captors "beat Jesus." These statements are omitted in the Old Latin version and in early uncials 0171 and D. The papyrus, however, omits the statements: "They struck him in the face"; "It was required to release one man to them at festival time"; and the attribution to the high priests of the outcry for crucifixion. One more example is also a unique reading (24 26): "Was it not necessary that the Christ should suffer these things and enter into his kingdom?" The last word is the unique term, and it was later altered by a corrector to the term now usual to us: his "glory." In general, P75 tends to support our current critical text, and yet the papyrus vividly portrays a fluid state of the text at about A. D. 200. Such scribal freedom suggests that the gospel text was little more stable than an oral tradition, and that we may be pursuing the retreating mirage of the "original text."
IV
We would finally conclude that the selective data reviewed above form a consistent picture of theological relevance within the area of textual variation. The amount of textual change that involves theological alteration is a small proportion but it is a nugget of essential importance for interpretation. It is this smaller portion for which textual criticism must search especially. In the course of transmission thousands of textual alterations have appeared in the legitimate lineage of theological interpretation, and all of these must be taken into account in exegesis and doctrinal exposition.
It is of particular interest to realize that many textual alterations first appeared in Byzantine copies of the NT. It has been widely held and often repeated that the important alteration of text occurred before A. D. 200, but this view is considerably modified by the panoramic research of the IGNT Project. It is true that every additional copy collated yields new readings of exegetical consequence. 44 We may well begin to ask if there really was a stable text at the beginning. We talk of recovering the original text, and of course every document had such a text. But the earliest witnesses to NT text even from the first century already show such variety and freedom that we may well wonder if the text remained stable long enough to hold a priority. Great progress has been achieved in recovering an early form of text, but it may be doubted that there is evidence of one original text to be recovered.
In the past we have been accustomed to treat individual readings in isolation, balancing the testimony pertaining to any reading by itself apart. But there is much to be said for a different method as well, of treating a longer passage in a full episode to observe the consistency and play of the witnesses. The textual critic must recognize the fluidity and theological vitality in Scriptural accounts, and move on from isolated words to the broader context. The scrutiny of manuscript support for a word here and a word there should be overarched by the consistent performance and interpretation of an entire parable or discourse. Furthermore, our attention to original text must not eclipse the valuable theological insight in textual deviation early and late.
The recognition that a textual critic must be also historian and theologian has obvious corollaries. There must be co-ordination between all three: the investigation of textual data, the study of theological history, and research in ecclesiastical history. This threefold alliance is advantageous, even essential, to each field of research, as it serves to extend and to inform each specialization with greater comprehension and refinement. Collaboration of the three fields would make more comprehensive the scholarship of each.
Many new vistas of research await such joint exploration. The NT text and the theology of each church father, of each regional text such as fam. 13, or of each major recension such as the Caesarean text -especially where departures from the common text are notable. In any case, we should not fear but rather should welcome the light that may be cast by textual criticism upon the history, upon the theology, and indeed upon the current faith of scholar and layman alike.
